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I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:22
When I'm writing a poem, no matter what or whom I'm addressing, I am also and perhaps
primarily addressing myself. A poem written for my daughter, is also a space for me to
contemplate what motherhood means to me. Yet a poem, which is art, requires me to seek terms
different from those I typically use. When I talk to myself. A poem makes myself facing thoughts
more candid, and resourceful, more rigorous, and honest. This habit of looking in one direction, or
thinking in another, reminds me of the way stars seem brightest when seen through our peripheral
vision. When we turn our eyes to take them in head on, they register as ever so slightly dimmer.
writing a poem is like this. Looking off at the distance makes clear my thoughts about what sits
closest to home. Today's poem, poem for an antique Korean fishing bobber by Dobie Gibson, is an
address to an inanimate object and talking to a glass fishing bobber. The speaker gets to imagine
what it might feel like to be alone and adrift, fragile, yet stoic. The act of imagining that other
point of view, allows him to discover things about himself, he'd otherwise have no reason to
notice. One of the pleasures of poetry lies in the fact that this side effect reaches the reader to it
pulls you out of yourself. You lean toward another set of feelings and impressions. You make
guesses about what might be going on, in that other Mind, body or heart. And in the process, you
touch base with a real part of yourself. That doesn't often rise to the surface. poem for an antique
Korean fishing bobber by Dobie Gibson, little glass planet. I like picking you up as if I'm holding
my own thought. One blown molten with a puff of some craftsmans breath. Is it still inside you?
You are beautiful bobl it's hard to imagine anyone hurling you into the sea. But eventually we all
have a job to do. I think of the early mornings and storm warnings you braved to find the village
dinner. I don't remember carrying you home on the plane from soul crew dozing behind the
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cockpit door. autopilot engaged. What were they dreaming of? I don't even know what sure you
washed up on Busan, Incheon, some Chuck? Are you glad we made you a home here so far from
the sea? is a question I won't ask. In case your answer is the one you don't want to give. I love how
perfectly you fit in my hand at first cold and the way the morning looks through you as green and
cloudy as an unknown we no longer fear. But I wouldn't want to be held up to the sun either. Not
because I'm a monster. But because I too am transparent and trusting and mistake both for the
truth. beneath our lives. There are sorted undulations and embraces brief and sweet, a nearly
invisible line connecting us to the fleet with every breath worth saving, like the sip of air inside us
full of an old sees grace, or the ancient word hidden in our lungs that once released back into the
wild will finally set us free. The slow down is a production of American public media in partnership
with the Library of Congress and the Poetry Foundation. Follow the slow down on Instagram and
Twitter at slow down shout.
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